Erratum
The Comments and Petition for Rulemaking, submitted in RM-11854 on
May 4, 2020 by the Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination, contained an
error incorrectly stating the number of FCC licensees comprising the filing group.
The correct number is 24 FCC licensees. The attached version of the filing
corrects that error.
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SUMMARY
The Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination, comprising 24 FCC licensees
owning 108 full service radio stations and 85 FM translators, support the FM booster
rule-relaxation proposal of GeoBroadcast Solutions, LLC to lift on a limited basis the
FCC’s content restrictions on certain FM booster programming content embodied in Part
74, subpart L, of the Commission’s rules. Further, the Broadcasters for Limited Program
Origination advocate that the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking resulting from this
proceeding should also propose that FM translator stations be allowed to originate limited
programming content.
The Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination advocate that, to serve the
public interest with increased program content diversity, FM booster and translator
licensees should both be allowed to choose their own originated content categories rather
than being restrained to the program categories advocated by GeoBroadcast Solutions,
LLC. The same opportunity for limited program origination should also apply to paired
AM stations and FM translators.
Recognizing that the FCC’s new FM translator interference rules have re-defined
the coverage contours of FM stations, the Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination
advocate that those coverage contours should now apply to what is regarded as a fill-in
station for the purposes of the FM translator rules.
Finally, the Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination ask that the
Commission change the FM translator rules to designate four-letter call signs with the
suffix “-FX” for FM translator stations that originate limited programming content.
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Before the
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Washington, DC 20554
In the Matter of

)
)
Amendment of Section 74.1231(i) of the
) RM-11854
Commission’s Rules on FM Broadcast
)
Booster Stations
)
)
Amendment of Section 74.1201 et seq. to
) RM- ________
Allow for FM Broadcast Booster Stations and )
FM Broadcast Translator Stations to
)
Originate Programming
)
)
To: Office of the Secretary
Attn: The Commission

BROADCASTERS FOR LIMITED PROGRAM ORIGINATION COMMENTS AND PETITION FOR RULEMAKING
The undersigned radio broadcasters (hereafter, the “Broadcasters for Limited
Program Origination”), comprising 24 FCC licensees owning 108 full service radio
stations and 85 FM translators,1 in response to Public Notice Report No. 3145, released
April 2, 2020, hereby submit these Comments and Petition for Rulemaking responding to
the GeoBroadcast Solutions, LLC (hereafter “GeoBroadcast Solutions”) March 13, 2020
Petition for Rulemaking (the “Petition for Rulemaking”). The following is submitted:
INTRODUCTION
1.

GeoBroadcast Solutions seeks a relaxation of the FM booster program

origination rules in Section 74.1231(i) of the Commission’s rules in order to originate a

1

See Signature blocks for the listing of the 24 licensees, 108 full service radio stations and 85 FM translators.
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limited amount of different programming on FM booster stations from that broadcast on
the primary station. The Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination support that
concept of a limited relaxation of the FCC’s program origination rules for FM booster
stations.
2.

The Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination ask, however, that the

Commission not simply consider a narrow content-related rule change that will benefit
solely GeoBroadcast Solutions. Rather, the Broadcasters for Limited Program
Origination believe the Commission should consider allowing limited program content
origination for both FM booster and FM translator stations, without the FCC restricting
the categories or content of the programming. This opportunity for limited program
content origination should also be extended to AM stations that are paired with FM
translators.
3.

In addition, to better serve radio station coverage areas, particularly as those

coverage areas are now defined as the 45 dBμ contour2, the Broadcasters for Limited
Program Origination seek a modification to make uniform the definition of a “coverage
contour ”, contained in Sections 74.1201(g), (h) and (i) of the Commission’s rules, to be a
station’s 45 dBμ contour. Finally, the Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination
seek the designation of four-letter call signs with the suffix “-FX” for FM translators that
originate limited programming content. In order to consider these FM booster and
translator rule changes, the Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination seek a notice

2

See Amendment of Part 74 of the Commission’s Rules Regarding FM Translator Interference, Report and Order,
MB Docket No. 18-119, FCC 19-40 (rel. May 9, 2019) (“FM Translator Interference Report and Order”).
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of proposed rulemaking combining the GeoBroadcast Solutions proposal with this
rulemaking proposal.
LIMITED PROGRAM ORIGINATION FOR FM BOOSTERS AND
TRANSLATORS
4.

GeoBroadcast Solutions seeks an exemption in the FM booster

retransmission rules for specifically defined content: “advertisements, promotions … and
hyper-localized content”. The Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination do not
believe that the FCC should get into the business of parsing radio station content as to
whether it is a “promotion”, “hyper-localized” or an “advertisement”. In addition, such
dictated categories of programming in the FCC’s rules would raise First Amendment
concerns over government labeling of content. The Broadcasters for Limited Program
Origination believe that individual broadcasters should each have the opportunity with
the GeoBroadcast Solutions system, and any other future system, to make their own
decisions as to what content merits separate programming for FM boosters.
5.

Likewise, for the FM translator retransmission rules, the Broadcasters for

Limited Program Origination believe that if there is to be a limited program content
origination exemption for FM boosters, the same should exist for FM translators.
Accordingly, in order to better serve radio audiences, the Broadcasters for Limited
Program Origination seek a uniform FCC rule change for both FM boosters and FM
translators to allow each to originate programming content provided that the primary
station is retransmitted for no fewer than 40 hours in any calendar week.

3
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6.

For FM boosters, the Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination

advocate that rather than restrict new uses of FM booster stations to the GeoBroadcast
Solutions content-specific programming, an FM booster station (or an FM translator
station) should be able to split off programming whenever such split programming
content serves its listening audience, provided the primary station continues to be
rebroadcast on the FM booster no fewer than forty-hours in any calendar week.
7.

The Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination advocate that Section

74.1231(i) of the Commission’s rules should be amended as follows:
(i) FM broadcast booster stations provide a means whereby
the licensee of an FM broadcast station may provide service
to areas in any region within the primary station's predicted,
authorized service contours, either retransmitting the signals
of its primary station or making independent transmissions of
programming content, provided that its primary station is
retransmitted no less than forty-hours in any calendar week,
in order to provide radio broadcast service to the public.3
If the technical capability now exists for GeoBroadcast Solutions technology for different
programming to serve different parts of a station’s service area, primary station licensees
should be allowed to use FM boosters for that purpose of providing more localized or
listener-desired content no matter whether it be advertisements or entertainment
programming. The FCC’s FM booster rules should not restrict the broadcasting of either.
8.

Likewise, the origination of programming content should be authorized for

FM translator stations by amending the definition of “FM translator” contained in Section

3

See Appendix A for the deletions and additions.
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74.1201(a), (b) and (c) of the Commission’s rules as follows, provided the primary
station is retransmitted no fewer than forty-hours in any calendar week:
(a) FM translator. A station in the broadcasting service
authorized under the provisions of this Subpart L operated for
the purpose of retransmitting the signals of an AM or FM
radio broadcast station or another FM broadcast translator
station without significantly altering any characteristics of the
incoming signal other than its frequency and amplitude, or
originating programming content provided its primary station
is retransmitted no less than forty-hours in any calendar week,
in order to provide radio broadcast service to the general
public.
(b) Commercial FM translator. An FM broadcast translator
station which rebroadcasts the signals of a commercial AM or
FM radio broadcast station, or which operates in the nonreserved FM band and originates programming content
provided its primary station is retransmitted no less than
forty-hours in any calendar week.
(c) Noncommercial FM translator. An FM broadcast
translator station which rebroadcasts the signals of a
noncommercial educational AM or FM radio broadcast
station, or which operates in the reserved FM band and
originates non-commercial educational programming content
in accord with Part 73, Subpart D, provided its primary
station is retransmitted no less than forty-hours in any
calendar week.4
As with FM booster stations, the FCC should not restrict FM translator licensees in their
programming content decisions. Some radio stations may choose to broadcast different
localized advertisements. Others may broadcast localized city council meetings for two
or more communities in their coverage areas. The broadcast of multiple localized high
school sports games may be what serves a particular station’s listeners. Another station

4

See Appendix A for the deletions and additions.
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may broadcast two different kinds of ethnic entertainment programming at certain times
of the day.
9.

As a consequence of this definitional change in Section 74.1201(a), certain

conforming changes must also be made to Section 74.1231(a) of the Commission’s rules.
Section 74.1231(a) of the Commission’s rules is proposed to be amended as follows:
(a) FM translators provide a means whereby the signals of
AM or FM broadcast stations may be retransmitted to areas in
which direct reception of such AM or FM broadcast stations
is unsatisfactory due to distance or intervening terrain
barriers, and a means for AM Class D stations to continue
operating at night, and a means for originating programming
content provided its primary station is retransmitted no less
than forty-hours in any calendar week, in order to provide
radio broadcast service to the public.5
FM COVERAGE CONTOUR CONFORMANCE FOR FM TRANSLATORS
10.

The FCC in its recent FM Translator Interference Report and Order set a

new standard for the coverage contour of all FM stations as the 45 dBμ contour in
relation to FM translator stations.6 The recognition that FM radio stations have listeners
out to, and their coverage contours extend out to, the 45 dBμ contour, should be now
recognized in this proceeding to allow FM translators to better serve the listening public.
In addition, the rule should be conformed to the AM rule with the 25-mile radius
alternative. Sections 74.1201(g) – (j) of the FCC’s rules should be amended to specify
the FM station coverage contour as used in Subpart L as follows:
(g) Translator coverage contour. For a fill-in FM translator
rebroadcasting an FM radio broadcast station as its primary
5

See Appendix A for the deletions and additions.

6

See FM Translator Interference Report and Order at para. 36-48.
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station, the FM translator's protected contour must be
contained within the primary station's coverage contour. For
purposes of this Subpart L, the coverage contour of all FM
stations is the greater of either the predicted 45 dBμ contour
or a 25-mile (40 km) radius centered at the FM transmitter
site. The protected contour of an FM translator rebroadcasting
an AM radio broadcast station as its primary station must be
contained within the greater of either the 2 mV/m daytime
contour of the AM station or a 25-mile (40 km) radius
centered at the AM transmitter site. The protected contour for
an FM translator station is its predicted 1 mV/m contour.
(h) Fill-in area. The area where the protected contour of an
FM booster station is within the protected contour of the
associated primary station (i.e., predicted 0.5 mV/m contour
for commercial Class B stations, predicted 0.7 mV/m contour
for commercial Class B1 stations, and predicted 1 mV/m
contour for all other classes of stations), or the area where the
protected contour of an FM translator station is within the
coverage contour of the FM primary station.
(i) Other area. The area where the protected contour of an
FM translator station extends beyond the coverage contour of
the FM primary station.
(j) AM Fill-in area. The area within the greater of either the 2
mV/m daytime contour of the AM radio broadcast station
being rebroadcast or a 25-mile (40 km) radius centered at the
AM transmitter site.7
As a consequence of this change in Sections 74.1201(g)-(j), certain conforming changes
must also be made to 74.1232(d) and (e) as follows:
(d) An authorization for an FM translator whose protected
contour as defined in §74.1201(g) extends beyond the
coverage contour of the commercial primary station will not
be granted to the licensee or permittee of a commercial FM
radio broadcast station. Similarly, such authorization will not
be granted to any person or entity having any interest
whatsoever, or any connection with a primary FM station.
7

See Appendix A for the deletions and additions.
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Interested and connected parties extend to group owners,
corporate parents, shareholders, officers, directors,
employees, general and limited partners, family members and
business associates. The coverage contour shall be as
predicted in accordance with §73.313(a) through (d) of this
chapter. In the case of an FM radio broadcast station
authorized with facilities in excess of those specified by
§73.211 of this chapter, a co-owned commercial FM
translator will only be authorized within the coverage contour
of the class of station being rebroadcast, as predicted on the
basis of the maximum powers and heights set forth in that
section for the applicable class of FM broadcast station
concerned. An FM translator station in operation prior to
March 1, 1991, which is owned by a commercial FM
(primary) station and whose protected contour extends
beyond the coverage contour of the primary station, may
continue to be owned by such primary station until March 1,
1994. Thereafter, any such FM translator station must be
owned by independent parties. An FM translator station in
operation prior to June 1, 1991, which is owned by a
commercial FM radio broadcast station and whose protected
contour extends beyond the coverage contour of the primary
station, may continue to be owned by a commercial FM radio
broadcast station until June 1, 1994. Thereafter, any such FM
translator station must be owned by independent parties. An
FM translator providing service to an AM fill-in area will be
authorized only to the permittee or licensee of the AM radio
broadcast station being rebroadcast, or, in the case of an FM
translator authorized to operate on an unreserved channel, to a
party with a valid rebroadcast consent agreement with such a
permittee or licensee to rebroadcast that station as the
translator's primary station. In addition, any FM translator
providing service to an AM fill-in area must have been
authorized by a license or construction permit in effect as of
May 1, 2009, or pursuant to an application that was pending
as of May 1, 2009. A subsequent modification of any such
FM translator will not affect its eligibility to rebroadcast an
AM signal.
(e) An FM translator station whose protected contour goes
beyond the coverage contour of the commercial primary
station shall not receive any support, before or after
8
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construction, either directly or indirectly, from the
commercial primary FM radio broadcast station.8 …
PAIRED AM STATIONS AND LIMITED PROGRAM ORIGINATION
11.

Many AM stations had an FM translator granted as part of Revitalization of

the AM Radio Service9 with condition that the stations remain paired. An amendment to
the rules is also requested to allow such paired FM translators to originate limited
programming separate from the AM station, provided that the AM station continues daily
operations on the air. The Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination propose to
amend Section 74.1231(h) of the Commission’s rules for AM stations paired with FM
translators as follows:
(h) An FM translator station that was licensed as paired with
an AM radio broadcast station as its primary station for a
specified time period or in perpetuity, must continue daily
operations of that AM station for as long as the FM translator
station is on the air and paired under the FM translator
authorization, but irrespective of any condition stating
otherwise on its authorization, the FM translator may
originate programming content different than that carried on
the primary station, provided that its primary station is
retransmitted no less than forty-hours in any calendar week.10
12.

The Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination note that the purpose of

Revitalization of the AM Radio Service was not to institute FM translator service. Rather,
its purpose was to preserve and revitalize AM radio service. Allowing AM radio station
licensees to originate separate limited content on associated FM translators, either for

8

See Appendix A for the deletions and additions.

9

See generally Revitalization of the AM Radio Service, 32 FCC Rcd 2775 (2017) and citations within.

10

See Appendix A for the deletions and additions.
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various dayparts or other time periods (in the same way that AM daytime-only stations
may continue to broadcast at night on an FM translator) based upon a licensee’s
perception of market conditions and what listeners desire, does not diminish the service
to the public provided by AM stations but rather enhances it, provided that its primary
station is retransmitted no fewer than forty-hours in any calendar week.
FOUR LETTER CALL SIGNS WITH AN “-FX” FOR FM TRANSLATORS
13.

Finally, FM translators originating programming will be serving listening

audiences just like any other broadcast station. Therefore, the Broadcasters for Limited
Program Origination request an amendment to the FM translator rules to allow for the
designation of four-letter call signs with an “-FX” suffix for FM translator stations
originating programming. The Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination propose to
amend Section 74.1283(a) of the Commission’s rules for FM translator call signs as
follows:
(a) The call sign of an FM broadcast translator station not
originating programming content will consist of the initial
letter K or W followed by the channel number assigned to the
translator and two letters. The use of the initial letter will
generally conform to the pattern used in the broadcast service.
The two letter combinations following the channel number
will be assigned in order and requests for the assignment of
particular combinations of letters will not be considered. The
call sign of an FM broadcast translator station originating
programming content may upon request of the licensee be a
four-letter call sign with an initial letter generally conforming
to the pattern used in the broadcast service and followed by
an “-FX” suffix, in lieu of the letter and channel number
combinations described above.11

11

See Appendix A for the deletions and additions.
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CONCLUSION
14.

The Commission has long encouraged diverse programming content,

whether it be from broadcast television or broadcast radio.12 This is why the
Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination are asking for rule changes to allow for
limited program origination on both FM translator stations and FM booster stations. The
Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination, along with GeoBroadcast Solutions and
many others, desire to provide additional programming and content services to their
communities.
15.

The GeoBroadcast Solutions Petition for Rulemaking and these Comments

and Petition for Rulemaking are an opportunity for the Commission to amend its rules to
do what GeoBroadcast Solutions seeks – to allow FM booster stations to originate
whatever content and programming the licensees of the booster stations best believe
would serve their listening audiences, for a limited portion of the broadcast day without
eviscerating the purpose of FM booster stations. And if FM booster stations are allowed
that regulatory easing on content choice, then so also should FM translator stations be
equally allowed to choose whatever programming their licensees best think would serve
their listening audiences for limited portions of the broadcast day.
16.

The Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination take no position as to

whether the GeoBroadcast Solutions technical proposal to broadcast different
12

The FCC in its 2010/14 quadrennial review according to the FCC, “promote[d] competition and a diversity of
viewpoints in local markets, thereby enriching local communities through the promotion of distinct and antagonistic
voices” by largely retaining the rules restricting common ownership. Second Report & Order, 2014 Quadrennial
Regulatory Review, 31 FCC Rcd. 9864 (2016), cited in Prometheus Radio Project v. FCC, 939 F.3d 567 (3d Cir.
2019).
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programming on the same FM frequency within a full-service FM station’s service area,
is wise as a radio listener reception matter. Indeed, such concurrent broadcasting of
different content on the same frequency within the same service area may be an
interference disaster.
17.

Rather, the Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination are seeking to

provide diverse programming over FM translator and booster radio facilities without the
FCC’s heavy thumb restricting their choice of content. If GeoBroadcast Solutions
origination of limited separate programming on same-channel booster stations is
acceptable as a regulatory matter, then so should be the origination of limited separate
programming on FM translator stations.
18.

The Broadcasters for Limited Program Origination ask that the

Commission move forward with a notice of proposed rulemaking to allow for the limited
origination of programming for all FM translator and booster stations.
Respectfully submitted,
WOMBLE BOND DICKINSON (US) LLP13

By: ___/s/ John F. Garziglia_____________
John F. Garziglia
Womble Bond Dickinson (US) LLP
1200 19th Street, N.W. Suite 500
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 857-4455

13

Womble Bond Dickinson (US) LLP is counsel to those signatories below indicated with an asterisk. In addition,
in the interest of full disclosure, the undersigned attorney as well as many of the undersigned broadcasters have
ownership interests in FM translators that may benefit from the FCC’s adoption of this proposal.
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MILLER COMMUNICATIONS, INC.*
KASKASKIA BROADCASTING, INC.*

By: ___/s/ Randal J. Miller__________________
Randal J. Miller
President
Miller Communications, Inc. - WRAN/WMKR/W241CF/W281BO
Kaskaskia Broadcasting, Inc. - WTIM/WSVZ/WHOW/WEZC/W243D/
W298CD/W299CP/W222BG/W298DJ
918 East Park, PO Box 169
Taylorville, IL 62568-0169
(217) 824-3395

THE CROMWELL GROUP, INC. OF
ILLINOIS*
HANCOCK COMMUNICATIONS, INC.*
WYCQ, INC.*

By: ___/s/ Bayard H Walters_____________
Bayard H Walters
President
The Cromwell Group, Inc. of Illinois - WCRA/WMCI/WHQQ/WZNX/WYDS/
WCRA/WCRC/WCBH/WKRV/WPMB/WJLG/WEJT/WZUS/WWGO/
W228CK/W238CH/W242CK/W243AM/W251BN/W258CQ/W263AQ/
W274CE/W280EK/W284BI/W290CL/W292DW/W292EOW299CO
Hancock Communications, Inc. - WKCM/WLME/WTCJ/WCJZ/WXCM/
WVJS/WBIO/ W221EG/W225CL/W227CO/W250BW/W254CC/W263BG/
W267BM/W294CG
WYCQ, Inc. - WBUZ/WQZQ/WPRT-FM/ W227DC/W235BW/W236CI/
W248BM/W270BK/W271AB
PO Box 150846
Nashville, TN 37215
(615) 361-7560
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TBE, LLC*
TERRY L. BARBER*

By: ___/s/ Terry Barber_____________
Terry Barber
President
TBE, LLC – WRBZ/W243CS
Terry L. Barber - WMGY
2305 Upper Wetumpka Rd
Montgomery, AL 36107
(334) 301-1075

SSR COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

By: ___/s/ Matthew Wesolowski__________
Matthew Wesolowski
Chief Executive Officer
SSR Communications, Inc.
WYAB 103.9 FM
740 Highway 49 North, Suite R
Flora, MS 39071
(601) 201-2789

PORT BROADCASTING LLC

By: ___/s/ Carl Strube_____________
Carl Strube
President
Port Broadcasting LLC - WBAN/WGUY/WWSF/WXEX/WXEX-FM/
W231CH/W236DP/W241CP/W246BP/W282CS/W298CU
11 Downing Court
Exeter, NH 03833
(603)583-4767
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THE FINGERLAKES RADIO GROUP, INC.*
CHADWICK BAY BROADCASTING
CORPORATION*
By: ___/s/ Alan Bishop _____________
Alan Bishop
President
The Fingerlakes Radio Group, Inc. - WCGR/WGVA/WFLR/WAUB/
WNYR-FM/WLLW/WFLK/ W241CN/W261DR/W270BY/W283BF/ W251AJ/
W242DC/W240DO/W292FG/W245BL
Chadwick Bay Broadcasting Corporation - WDOE/WBKX/W235BP/W268CX
3568 Lenox Road
Geneva, NY 14456
(315) 781-7000

BLACKBELT BROADCASTING INC.

By: ___/s/ Damon Collins________________
Damon Collins
President
Blackbelt Broadcasting Inc. – WLYB/WRYC
321 West Myrtle Ave.
Foley AL 36535
(251) 550-7947

MAZUR, LLC

By: ___/s/ Bryan Mazur________________
Bryan Mazur
President
Mazur, LLC - WRLU WBDK/WRKU/WSBW/W277BP
49 N. Madison Avenue, Unit 204
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
(303) 210-9184
15
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THE ORIGINAL COMPANY, INC.
OLD NORTHWEST BROADCASTING, INC.
THE INNOVATION CENTER, INC.

By: ___/s/ Mark R. Lange
Mark R. Lange
President

____

The Original Company, Inc. - WREB-FM/WQTY-FM/WUZR-FM/WZDM-FM/
WBTO-FM/WJPS-FM/WRCY-AM/WYFX-FM/WROY-AM/WRUL-FM/
WFIW-AM/WOKZ-FM/WFIW-FM/WTAY-AM/WTYE-FM/ W229AU/
W230BQ/W232DC/W249DC/W277CZ
Old Northwest Broadcasting, Inc. - WWBL-FM/WAOV-AM /W247CZ
The Innovation Center, Inc. - WSDM-FM/W295AW
1309 Old Orchard Road
Vincennes, IN 47591
(812) 882-6060

VIRDEN BROADCASTING CORP.

By: ___/s/ Fletcher Ford________________
Fletcher Ford
President
Virden Broadcasting Corp. - WJRE/WRVY-FM/WLMD/WSDR/WSSQ/
WZZT/WKAI/WKEI/KQCJ/WZOEWZOE-FM/WMQZ/WNLF/W226CL/
W271BL/W284CV/W299BN
P.O. Box 307
Blue Grass, IA 52726
(309) 798-4148
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LOVCOM, INC.*

By: ___/s/ Robert B. Grammens________________
Robert B. Grammens
Vice President
Lovcom, Inc. - KROE/KOWY/KYTI/KZWY/KLQQ/KSHW-LP/K240DW/
K280GK/K290BL/K290BM/K292DZ/K295/CP
P.O. Box 5086
Sheridan, WY 82801
(307) 672-7421

GENESEE MEDIA CORPORATION

By: ___/s/ Brian P. McGlynn________________
Brian P. McGlynn
President
Genesee Media Corporation - WDNY/WDNY-FM/WRSB/ W248BH/

W261DS/W293DT
195 Main Street
Dansville, NY 14437
(585) 698-2757

VIPER COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

By: ___/s/ Ken Kuenzie________________
Ken Kuenzie
President
Viper Communications, Inc.- KRMS/KMYK/K248BP/K254BE/K277DJ/
K285ER
P.O. Box 225
Osage Beach, MO 65065
(573) 348-2772
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MOUNTAIN TOP MEDIA LLC*

By: ___/s/ Cindy May Johnson_________
Cindy May Johnson
President
Mountain Top Media LLC - WBTH/WDHR/WEKB/WLSI/WPKE/
WPKE-FM/WPRT/WXCC/WZLK/W240CL/W251AI/W273BC/
W282BZ/W283AP
P.O. Box 2040
Pikeville, KY 41502
(606) 437-4051

EASTERN SHORE RADIO, INC.

By: ___/s/ Charles F. Russell_________
Charles F. Russell
President
Eastern Shore Radio, Inc.
WESR/WESR-FM/W289CE
Box 460
Onley, VA 23418
(757) 787-3200

MTN BROADCASTING, INC.
ELDORA BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

By: ___/s/ Mark Osmundson_________
Mark Osmundson
President
MTN Broadcasting, Inc. - KDAO/KDAO-CD/K224FM/K279AN
Eldora Broadcasting Company, Inc. – KDAO-FM
1930 N. Center Street Road
Marshalltown, IA 50158
(641) 752-4122
May 4, 2020
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APPENDIX A
Proposed Changes to Part 74, Subpart L—FM Broadcast Translator Stations and
FM Broadcast Booster Stations
Cross-outs indicate proposed deletions, and double-underlined indicates proposed
additions.
§74.1201 Definitions.
(a) FM translator. A station in the broadcasting service authorized under the
provisions of this Subpart L operated for the purpose of retransmitting the signals of an
AM or FM radio broadcast station or another FM broadcast translator station without
significantly altering any characteristics of the incoming signal other than its frequency
and amplitude, or originating programming content provided its primary station is
retransmitted no fewer than forty-hours in any calendar week, in order to provide radio
broadcast service to the general public.
(b) Commercial FM translator. An FM broadcast translator station which
rebroadcasts the signals of a commercial AM or FM radio broadcast station, or which
operates in the non-reserved FM band and originates programming content provided its
primary station is retransmitted no fewer than forty-hours in any calendar week.
(c) Noncommercial FM translator. An FM broadcast translator station which
rebroadcasts the signals of a noncommercial educational AM or FM radio broadcast
station, or which operates in the reserved FM band and originates non-commercial
educational programming content in accord with Part 73, Subpart D, provided its primary
station is retransmitted no fewer than forty-hours in any calendar week.
...
(f) FM broadcast booster station. A station in the broadcasting service operated for
the sole primary purpose of retransmitting the signals of an FM radio broadcast station,
by amplifying and reradiating such signals, without significantly altering any
characteristic of the incoming signal other than its amplitude.
(g) Translator coverage contour. For a fill-in FM translator rebroadcasting an FM
radio broadcast station as its primary station, the FM translator's coverage protected
contour must be contained within the primary station's coverage contour. For purposes of
this rule sectionSubpart L, the coverage contour of the FM translator has the same field
strength value as the protected contour of the primary FM station (i.e., for a commercial
Class B FM station it is the predicted 0.5 mV/m field strength contour, for a commercial
i
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Class B1 FM station it is the predicted 0.7 mV/m field strength contour, and for all other
classes of FM stations it is the predicted 1 mV/m field strength contour). The coverage all
FM stations is the greater of either the predicted 45 dBμ contour or a 25-mile (40 km)
radius centered at the FM transmitter site. The protected contour of an FM translator
rebroadcasting an AM radio broadcast station as its primary station must be contained
within the greater of either the 2 mV/m daytime contour of the AM station or a 25-mile
(40 km) radius centered at the AM transmitter site. The protected contour for an FM
translator station is its predicted 1 mV/m contour.
(h) Fill-in area. The area where the coverage protected contour of an FM translator
or booster station is within the protected contour of the associated primary station
(i.e., predicted 0.5 mV/m contour for commercial Class B stations, predicted 0.7 mV/m
contour for commercial Class B1 stations, and predicted 1 mV/m contour for all other
classes of stations), or the area where the protected contour of an FM translator station is
within the coverage contour of the FM primary station.
(i) Other area. The area where the coverage protected contour of an FM translator
station extends beyond the protected coverage contour of the FM primary station
(i.e., predicted 0.5 mV/m contour for commercial Class B stations, predicted 0.7 mV/m
contour for commercial Class B1 stations, and predicted 1 mV/m contour for all other
classes of stations).
(j) AM Fill-in area. The area within the lesser of greater of either the 2 mV/m
daytime contour of the AM radio broadcast station being rebroadcast and or a 25-mile (40
km) radius centered at the AM transmitter site.
…
§74.1231 Purpose and permissible service.
(a) FM translators provide a means whereby the signals of AM or FM broadcast
stations may be retransmitted to areas in which direct reception of such AM or FM
broadcast stations is unsatisfactory due to distance or intervening terrain barriers, and a
means for AM Class D stations to continue operating at night, and a means for
originating programming content provided its primary station is retransmitted no fewer
than forty-hours in any calendar week, in order to provide radio broadcast service to the
public.
…
(h) An FM translator station that rebroadcasts a Class D was licensed as paired with
an AM radio broadcast station as its primary station for a specified time period or in
perpetuity, must continue daily operations of that AM station for as long as the FM
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translator station is on the air and paired under the FM translator authorization, but
irrespective of any condition stating otherwise on its authorization, the FM translator may
originate programming during the hours content different than that carried on the primary
station is not operating, subject to the provisions of §74.1263(b) of this part, provided
that its primary station is retransmitted no fewer than forty-hours in any calendar week.
(i) FM broadcast booster stations provide a means whereby the licensee of an FM
broadcast station may provide service to areas in any region within the primary station's
predicted, authorized service contours. An FM broadcast booster station is authorized to
retransmit only , either retransmitting the signals of its primary station which have been
received directly through space and suitably amplified, or received by alternative signal
delivery means including, but not limited to, satellite and terrestrial microwave facilities.
The FM booster station shall not retransmit the signals of any other station nor make or
making independent transmissions, except that locally generated signals may be used to
excite the booster apparatus for the purpose of conducting tests and measurements
essential to the proper installation and maintenance of the apparatus of programming
content, provided that its primary station is retransmitted no fewer than forty-hours in any
calendar week, in order to provide radio broadcast service to the public.
…
§74.1232 Eligibility and licensing requirements.
(d) An authorization for an FM translator whose coverage protected contour as
defined in §74.1201(g) extends beyond the protected coverage contour of the commercial
primary station will not be granted to the licensee or permittee of a commercial FM radio
broadcast station. Similarly, such authorization will not be granted to any person or entity
having any interest whatsoever, or any connection with a primary FM station. Interested
and connected parties extend to group owners, corporate parents, shareholders, officers,
directors, employees, general and limited partners, family members and business
associates. For the purposes of this paragraph, the protected contour of the primary
station shall be defined as follows: the predicted 0.5mV/m contour for commercial Class
B stations, the predicted 0.7 mV/m contour for commercial Class B1 stations and the
predicted 1 mV/m field strength contour for all other FM radio broadcast stations. The
contours The coverage contour shall be as predicted in accordance with §73.313(a)
through (d) of this chapter. In the case of an FM radio broadcast station authorized with
facilities in excess of those specified by §73.211 of this chapter, a co-owned commercial
FM translator will only be authorized within the protected coverage contour of the class
of station being rebroadcast, as predicted on the basis of the maximum powers and
heights set forth in that section for the applicable class of FM broadcast station
concerned. An FM translator station in operation prior to March 1, 1991, which is owned
by a commercial FM (primary) station and whose coverage protected contour extends
beyond the protected coverage contour of the primary station, may continue to be owned
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by such primary station until March 1, 1994. Thereafter, any such FM translator station
must be owned by independent parties. An FM translator station in operation prior to
June 1, 1991, which is owned by a commercial FM radio broadcast station and whose
coverage protected contour extends beyond the protected coverage contour of the primary
station, may continue to be owned by a commercial FM radio broadcast station until June
1, 1994. Thereafter, any such FM translator station must be owned by independent
parties. An FM translator providing service to an AM fill-in area will be authorized only
to the permittee or licensee of the AM radio broadcast station being rebroadcast, or, in the
case of an FM translator authorized to operate on an unreserved channel, to a party with a
valid rebroadcast consent agreement with such a permittee or licensee to rebroadcast that
station as the translator's primary station. In addition, any FM translator providing service
to an AM fill-in area must have been authorized by a license or construction permit in
effect as of May 1, 2009, or pursuant to an application that was pending as of May 1,
2009. A subsequent modification of any such FM translator will not affect its eligibility
to rebroadcast an AM signal.
(e) An FM translator station whose coverage protected contour goes beyond the
protected coverage contour of the commercial primary station shall not receive any
support, before or after construction, either directly or indirectly, from the commercial
primary FM radio broadcast station. …
§74.1283 Station identification.
(a) The call sign of an FM broadcast translator station not originating programming
content will consist of the initial letter K or W followed by the channel number assigned
to the translator and two letters. The use of the initial letter will generally conform to the
pattern used in the broadcast service. The two letter combinations following the channel
number will be assigned in order and requests for the assignment of particular
combinations of letters will not be considered. The call sign of an FM broadcast
translator station originating programming content may upon request of the licensee be a
four-letter call sign with an initial letter generally conforming to the pattern used in the
broadcast service and followed by an “-FX” suffix, in lieu of the letter and channel
number combinations described above.
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